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The Opportunity

An opportunity exists to make Manadon 
a more sustainable community which 
works better. This study illustrates how 
this can be achieved through intelligent 
spatial planning and urban design.

“Where people live has a major effect on their life. If 
where they live is well planned, well designed and 
well-managed, their quality of life is likely to be a 
great deal better than that of those who live else-
where.

Yet too many housing estates are designed for no-
where in particular. They can be soulless places and 
dispirited. All to often they are not well connected to 
local services and promote dependacy on the car.

... The prize is a better quality of life for all and the 
key is good design”

By Design - Better Places to Live. DTLR 200�

Blurring the edges between Manadon communities

Promote the site and green areas as a community asset

Create safe and readable routes to school site and local facilities

Inspire high quality, sustainable architecture and landscape
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Introduction

This study has been carried out by LHC 
Urban Design for Circle Red and Maze 
Consulting following previous work to 
investigate the potential for development on 
the site at Manadon, Plymouth.

In October 2006 LHC Urban Design 
prepared a report outlining proposals for the 
development of the site at Manadon in order 
to promote the site for inclusion in the Local 
Development Framework.

Subsequent to this study, Plymouth City 
Council have further developed their 
approach regarding criteria for assessing a 
sustainable development. The Council have 
adopted the ‘Egan Wheel’ in consideration 
of city neighbourhoods which references 
the 2004 Egan review of Sustainable 
Communities. 

The review suggests that a sustainable 
community must meet:

‘...the diverse 
needs of existing 
and future 
residents, their 
children and other 
users...’

It goes on to suggest that to be sustainable a 
community must:

•  Make effective use of natural resources;
•  Enhance the environment;
•  Promote social cohesion and inclusion 

and strengthen economic prosperity.

With the existing development proposals 
in mind the design team have undertaken 
a further analysis of the site and its 
surrounding communities in order to 
establish an evidence base in accordance 
with the criteria described in the Egan Wheel.

This report presents findings on the site 
analysis carried out during January 2008 and 
establishes constraints and opportunities 
in achieving the aspirations of the Council 
through the application of the Egan 
Wheel approach to achieve a sustainable 
community.

What is a 
Sustainable
Community?

Well run
With effective and 

inclusive
participation,

representation and
leadership

Well connected
With good transport services
and communication linking

people to jobs, schools, health 
and other services

Well served
With public, private, community 
and voluntary services that are
 appropriate to peoples needs
and accessible to all

Environment
sensitive

Providing places for 
people to live that 

are considerate of the 
environment

Thriving
With a flourishing

and diverse
local economy

Well designed 
and Built

Featuring quality 
built and natural 

environment

Fair for 
everyone

Including those in other 
communities, now and 

in the future

Active, inclusive 
and safe 

Fair, tolerant and 
cohesive with a strong 
local culture and other 

shared community
activities

  Social and 
  Cultural

Vibrant, harmonious
and inclusive
communities

Governance
E�ective and inclusive

participation,
representation
and leadership

Transport
and

Connectivity
Good transport services

and communication linking
people to jobs, schools,

health and
other services

  Housing and the 
  Built Environment

 A quality built
and natural
environment

Economy
A �ourishing
and diverse

local economy

         Environmental
Providing places

for people to live in 
an environmentally-

friendly way

Services
 A full range of

appropriate, accessible
public, private,
community and

voluntary services

Sustainable
Communities

   Providing places for people 
   to live in an environmentally 

   friendly way

b. Plymouth’s Sustainable
Community Strategy 200�-2020

a. ‘The Egan Wheel’, Model for sustainable community. 
The  Egan Review 2004
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Planning 
Background
The site, measuring approximately 4 
hectares (�0 acres) was formerly the 
playing fields associated with Royal 
Naval Engineering College, which was 
closed in ���4. The main college site 
was later redeveloped for residential 
use. 

An application for residential 
redevelopment on the current site was 
dismissed at appeal in 200� on the 
grounds of loss of open space and the 
effect on the character and appearance 
of the local area. The Development 
Plan at this time comprised the adopted 
Devon Structure Plan First Review ���� 
to 20�� (����) and the adopted City 
of Plymouth Local Plan First alteration 
(���6) both of which have now been 
superseded. Regional Planning 
Guidance �0 / emerging Regional 

Spatial Strategy and the Plymouth 
Local Development Framework Core 
Strategy (2006) are the key statutory 
development plan documents. 

National Planning Guidance 
emphasises the importance of 
spatial planning as the framework for 
sustainable development and delivering 
sustainable inclusive communities. 
Planning Policy Statement �: Delivering 
Sustainable Development (200�) states: 

“Spatial planning goes beyond 
traditional land use planning to bring 
together and integrate other policies 
and programmes which influence the 
nature of places and how they can 
function. In preparing spatial plans local 
authorities should consider the needs 
and problems of the communities; 
seek to integrate the wide range of 
activities relating to development and 
regeneration; and set clear objectives 
for achieving the vision and strategies 

for delivery and implementation” 
(paragraph �2).

Plymouth Local Development 
Framework 

The site is not identified within the 9 
Area Action Plan areas and is therefore 
promoted through the Site Allocations 
process. The key LDF policies relating 
to future redevelopment at Manadon are 
identified as:
• Sustainable Linked Communities – Policy 

CS0�
• Sport and Recreation – Policy CS�0 
• Plymouth’s Green Space – Policy CS�8 
• Design – Policy CS02
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of existing recreation or play facilities 
where it can be demonstrated that 
alternative facilities of equal or better 
quality will be provided. 

The provision of an additional cricket 
pitch at Manadon would provide 
valuable new facilities for the City and 
facilitate cricket festivals – an initiative 
to encourage primary school children 
to take an interest in cricket. The 
supporting case is therefore one of 
enhancement.

Integrating the existing and proposed 
sporting facilities is one of the key 
objectives of the masterplan process for 
the site i.e. the adjacent Woodland Fort 
and Parkway playing fields, the new 
artificial playing pitch and the former 
Chaucer School site. 

Plymouth’s Green Space

As an existing open space the site has 
been identified as falling within a wider 
greenscape area designation and as 
such is protected under Policy CS�8 
– Plymouth’s Green Spaces - which 
seeks to support a diverse and multi-
functional network of greenspace. 

Greenscape areas are assessed 
in terms of their biodiversity, visual 
amenity and sports and recreation 
value. 

More detailed survey work is underway 
to assess the ecological value of the 
site. This includes an assessment of 
trees. 

The existing site is not publicly 
accessible and therefore future 
development proposals would bring 
forward land that improves the quality 

and quantity of accessible green space. 

The site and the adjacent playing fields 
are subject to vandalism and anti social 
behaviour to the extent of preventing 
local teams from using the facilities. 
This has been well documented in the 
local press.

Design

Policy CS02 – Design - seeks to ensure 
that all development has regard to key 
design principles in support of the City 
Vision which is for a high quality city. 
The LDF recognises that Design has a 
key role to play in delivering sustainable 
neighbourhoods. The policy provides an 
assessment criteria used as the basis 
for considering more detailed design 
proposals.

Sustainable Linked Communities

To deliver the LDF’s objective of 
building sustainable linked communities 
the Council has commissioned a series 
of Sustainable Neighbourhood Studies 
(SNSs) to highlight the spatial planning 
issues and the opportunities for 
creating sustainable linked communities 
facilitated through new development. 
The SNSs effectively provide ‘health 
checks’ for all the Area Action Plans 
and inform future site allocations and 
planning application decisions. 

Policy CS0� – Development of 
Sustainable Linked Communities 
- seeks to ensure that new development 
opportunities contribute to making 
places where people want to live and 
the community it serves. 

In allocating sites for development 
the Council will make the following 
assessment on whether the 
development: 

�. Contributes to meeting the needs of the 
neighbourhood, helping to support a 
sustainable linked community;

2. Delivers development of an appropriate 
type, form, scale, mix and density;

�. Safeguards and capitalise on the local 
environment;

4. Contributes to promoting a positive 
sense of place and identity;

�. Contributes to creating a well connected, 
accessible, inclusive and safe 
community.

Sport and Recreation

Policy CS�0 – Sport, Recreation 
and Children’s Play Facilities - seeks 
to enhance the city’s sports and 
recreation facilities by delivering major 
new facilities at a number of locations 
including continuing improvements to 
football and cricket pitch facilities at 
Manadon. 

The policy supports development 
that contributes to meeting identified 
shortfalls in provision or to enhancing 
the quality of provision of sport / leisure 
facilities.  The Council’s Playing Pitch 
Strategy 2006-20�6 which assesses 
current and future needs identifies there 
is an existing and future shortfall of 
cricket pitches within the City. 

Whilst there is a general presumption 
against the loss of existing facilities 
Policy CS�0 allows for redevelopment 
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Wider Area Plan

The Manadon site is located within a band 

of development  which lies to north of the 

A38 corridor. Manadon itself is a discrete 

community but is adjacent to Crownhill and 

Honicknowle local centres.

To the north east, Derriford, is highlighted 

as one of ten strategic development areas 

within the Plymouth City boundary. The 

objective is to promote the Derriford area 

as a high quality ‘northern gateway’ into the 

city, providing a framework to safeguard the 

position of the airport, improve local and 

regional transport connections, enable high 

density mixed-use development and to, 

promote access to and enjoyment of natural 

green spaces.

It is within this context that the Manadon 

community functions. Bounded to the 

south by the A38, the surrounding  

neighbourhoods look to the north for access 

to facilities and public transport. Access 

roads to Manadon and Honicknowle come 

from the main A386 and Crownhill local 

centre focuses around this corridor. The 

green space network includes a series of 

neighbourhood spaces which link to create 

an accessible corridor which stretches 

across the majority of the north of the City. 

The Manadon arc of green space has the 

remnant of links which contribute to this 

wider network.

A38

A386

City Centre

Cornwall

Tavistock
SOUTHWAY

DERRIFORD
Proposed 
Northern Gateway

WHITLEIGH

HONICKNOWLE

CROWNHILL

EGGBUCKLAND

MAINSTONE

MANADON

Central Park

PENNYCROSS

HARTLEY

PEVERELL

LOWER COMPTON

CRABTREE

HIGHER SAINT
BUDEAUX

CAMELS HEAD

BEACON PARK

WESTON MILL

SAINT BUDEAUX
1km

5km

2km

N
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Site Context

The site sits within a variety of development 
patterns and types. The immediate context is 
a network of open and green spaces. These 
include a range of sports fields.  The sports 
fields comprise a football pitch, a playing field 
and an all-weather pitch.

The site lies between two diverse residential 
areas both of which are considered part of 
the overall Manadon District; Manadon Park 
to the east of the site is the most recent 
development in the immediate vicinity; 
the manadon community to the west of St 
Peter’s Road comprises mainly 60’s terrace 
houses mostly in a Radburn type layout.

St Peters Road wraps around Manadon 
Playing fields, with Chaucer Primary School 
site on the opposite side of the road. The 
site does not have a boundary with St Peters 
Road. A mature tree belt and fence divides 
the site from the road corridor . The tree belt 
narrows to the south where the site boundary 
and fence line with the road converge. 

To the east the site bounds the road with the 
Manadon Park development and creates a 
frontage to this cul-de-sac route.

The site slopes gently to the west with 
no significant breaks of slope. There is a 
step down on to the playing fields from the 
Manadon Park development. The site is level  
with St Peters Road at its western extent.
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Chaucer School Manadon Park Manadon Football Pitch

Houses on St Peters Road

Play area

Manadon Football Pitch Housing on Whin Bank Road Manadon Playing Field

All Weather PitchHousing within Manadon Park Housing within Manadon Park Formal Pathway
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Opportunities Plan

Maintain Green Link

Blur the edges between 
Manadon communities

Promote the site
 and green areas as
 a community asset

Create safe and readable 
routes to local facilities

site Barrier Between Communities
LinksExisting Manadon Communities

Manadon Park

N

Problems
•   No formal connections from the site to 

the school and local communities to the 
east

•  The latest development that neighbours 
the site area has a sporadic layout that 
does not respond to the wider network

•  Public routes and spaces are not well 
overlooked in some areas. These spaces 
can be percieved as theatening.

•   Development on adjacent sites bare 
little relationship to desire lines across or 
between open spaces

•   Access to the wider open space network 
is limited.  Where connections exist they 
can be unsafe and illegible

•  Development backs onto open space

•  The area is characterised by low density 
development

•  Services are scattered. There is not a 
defined focus for the community

Assets
•   The site area is surrounded by dense 

planting and open space.

•   The site is very central to the 
communities of Manadon

•   The site is located within an attractive 
open space network

•   The site lays within easy reach of several 
local centres offering a variety of facilities

•   Neighbouring sports pitches provide an 
important local and city resource.

    

Summary of Constraints and Opportunities

Opportunities
•   Create a context for the future 

development opportunities to function 
within a wider framework 

•   Create safe and readable routes to 
school and local facilities

•   Enable access to surrounding local 
centre

•   Blurring the edges between Manadon 
communities

•   Formalise open space amenity within the 
site boundary

•   Create tangible connections at the 
periphery of the site 

•   Establish infrastructure which overcomes 
barriers currently

•   Promote the site and green areas as a 
community asset

•   Provide public green space for the use of 
all neighbourhoods local to the site

•   Encourage community activity through 
the use of public spaces and easy 
connection between amenities

•   Identify wider development opportunities 
which with the playing fields contribute to 
creating a sustainable community

•   Inspire High Quality, sustainable 
architecture and landscape design
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...creates a well connected and 
attractive neighbourhood centre.

...with links between communities...The Green Arc... ...and a new Cricket Pitch...

Design Objectives    
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Masterplan

The design concept for the layout of site 
area stems from an aspiration to break down 
physical and perceived barriers between the 
different Manadon communities and deliver a 
scheme which offers something for everyone 
in the local area.

Maintaining a green link through the site 
helps promote the open space in and around 
the site, allowing the public to make better 
use of this community asset. To reinforce the 
green link there is no vehicular movement 
across the open space. The Manadon Park 
vehicular access services the east side of the 
development and the St Peters Road access 
services the west side of the development.  

A new cricket pitch will not only ease the 
significant shortfall of cricket pitches in 
Plymouth, and provide a facility that can 
benefit the city, but also provide a focus for 
the community in terms of activity and open 
space. Higher densities are focused
around the cricket pitch to achieve a
sense of enclosure and a feeling of
a safer environment, which is well over    
looked.

The masterplan incorporates a strong link 
across St Peters Road, this encourages a 
positive interface with the school site and a 
marked location for activity east west across 
the road corridor which currently severs 
the communities. This connection also 
promotes links to the cricket field, making it 
a focal point from St Peters Road, and the 
surrounding residential areas. In addition 
this primary link supports the network 

of connections both to the surrounding 
communities and the wider facilities of the 
area.

Block sizes have been determined by the 
development patterns precedent locally 
and the establishment of routes which are 
directed on focal points within and beyond 
the site. The Blocks include a combination 
of houses and flats with higher densities 
focused around primary roads and open 
spaces.

The masterplan sets out to achieve a better 
sense of place within the neighbourhood, 
strengthening the hierarchy of streets and
open spaces, and improving legibility. This is 
achieved through buildings fronting streets
and open spaces, improving natural 
surveillance within the development.

Notional Masterplan Schedule

� - Within the Red Line �0-40 dw/hectare
2 - St.Peters Road Frontage ��-4� dw/hectare
� - Including Chaucer School �0-40 dw/hectare

�2�

N

New Cricket Pitch

Play Fields

Chaucer School Site



Completing unfinished existing 
development

• Creating a block from existing development which integrates public 
realm and street connections with the new development

• A positive relationship is created between existing and proposed 
development

Buildings overlooking small open spaces

• Buildings always front open spaces

• Public access to all open spaces

St Peter’s Road Frontage

• Encourage the continuity of street frontage with a common building 
line to provide enclosure and generate ‘positive and active frontage’

• Higher density buildings along St Peters Road, give the road a 
primary identity, helping to emphasise its role in the hierarchy of 
streets in the area

 

Masterplan Elements
Perimeter Block

• Buildings should face the street to clearly distinguish public fronts 
from private backs 

• Irregular block shapes respond to site surroundings and the 
creation of routes which orientate towards focal points

• The pavilion can be incorporated into a perimeter block with a 
western aspect to maximise views over the new cricket pitch

Buildings overlooking large open space

• Focus higher densities around the cricket pitch and main 
connecting routes to achieve a more enclosed area. This will 
provide a safer environment which is well over looked

Link between School and Site

• Textured and raised surface over St Peter’s Road, encouraging 
pedestrian friendly movement and a more accessible crossing of St 
Peters Road

• Distinguish the gateway into the cricket pitch area and establish the 
open space a hub for community activity, by emphasising the link 
across St Peters Road

• Make clear connections to existing routes and facilities
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A New focus for the Manadon Communities
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Surrounding 
Communities

There are two distinct areas within Manadon. 
Manadon Park, a new housing development 
contrasts in layout and architecture with older 
post war housing to the west of the site.

Surrounding development has emerged as 
inward focused development. As a result 
communities in the Manadon area do not 
integrate well with each other.

A fence around the Manadon playing fields 
limits pedestrian routes between different 
parts of the neighbourhood and contributes 
to segregation. 

Separation of the surrounding communities 
is reinforced by the St Peters Road corridor 
which runs through the middle of the 
Manadon area. The road is a link between 
Honicknowle and the A�8 junction with the 

A�86 and because of this has required 
traffic calming in the form of speed humps. 
These have a limited ability in reducing traffic 
numbers and overall the road is perceived as 
a significant route. It does not lend itself in its 
current form to providing a neighbourhood 
scale connection or a safe and pleasant 
urban street scene.

There is no direct pedestrian or vehicle 
access between the different communities 
east and west of the site. This results 
in no direct or formal connections from 
Manadon Park to the Chaucer School nor 
to neighbourhood facilities to the west of St 
Peters Road.   
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1. Radburn model 
housing layout

• Terrace Housing
•   Roads to the back of housing
•   Only pedestrian access to 

front of housing
•   Lack of buildings fronting 

each other

2. Most recent 
 housing layout

•   Formal frontage on street
•   Mixture of flats, Terrace and 

semi detached
•   Symmetrical and ordered 

layouts

3. Crownhill local centre

•  Road dominates 
•  Pedestrian Subway to cross 

street
•  Many Local communities

�. Radburn 
Model, 60/�0s

2. Most recent housing

�. Crownhill

4. Manadon 
Playing Fields �. Manadon 

Site Area 

N
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Organic road layout shaped around 
houses 

Detached irregular 
housing pattern 

Road leads 
to front door

Cul-de-sac,
no through road

Generous green 
areas public or 
private?

6

Symmetrical and 
ordered layout

Road layout 
built on axis

Road, verge, 
pavement, 
garden, house

Garage blocks

Broken street 
frontage,
detached 
properties

�

Change of 
surface, slowing traffic 

Level surface at
junction of streets

8

Wide 
entrance into housing area

Bollards and change 
of surface define new 
development area 

Formal frontage 
to street

Parking 
courtyards

Formal frontage 
to street

Left over green space 
ownership unclear

Neighbourhood Layouts: More recent housing areas

4

Fast road, with
impermeable boundary to right Formal street

Wooded 
boundary

Off-road parking 
courts 

Front garden as 
buffer between 
road and house Parking kept at back of 

house

2

Busy dual carriageway
Lack of buildings fronting each 
other along main streets

Parking on roads 
away from house 
entrances

No vehicle access 
between housing 

Leftover space

Front and rear gardens- 
unclear privacy

Car parking 

Houses front the street

No front 
gardens

Neighbourhood Layouts: Older housing areas
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Movement around 
the site

The Site is within close reach of the A�8 and 
the A�86. There are four main access points 
leading to the site; the main junction on the 
A�8; from the north on Tavistock Road; from 
Crownhill Road and from Pennycross, which 
crosses over the A�8.

Two direct accesses can be gained; from 
St Peters Road or through the new housing 
development, Manadon Park. 

There are formal pedestrian pathways 
around the site which are accessible to the 
public, these pathways wrap around the 
green spaces to the north and south of the 
site.

Bus permeability through the site has been 
considered in connection with restricted 
bus gate access to the Manadon Park 
development and a more holistic public 
transport service within the district.

There is a rationale for opening up the 
bus gate in Bladder Lane /Frobisher Road 
in connection with potential benefits in 
assigning traffic away from the A 386 
corridor. 

A Transport Assessment for the site and 
surroundings will be needed to examine the 
potential impact of the development upon :
     - Manadon Roundabout 
     - St Peter’s Road /Crownhill Road junction 
     - Bladder Lane / A �86 junction 

The possibility of connecting a bus route 
between St Peters Road and Manadon 
Park exists. By not establishing this link a 
continuous green link from the north to the 
south through the site would be preserved.

Impermeable area Vehicular access

1

Formal pedestrian pathways 
Informal pedestrian pathways

1

1

Site

A38

A386
Crownhill Road

Tavistock Road
St Peters 

Road

SALTASH

TORPOINT

SOUTHWAY

MAINSTONE

DERRIFORD

Airport

MOUNT WISE

CITY CENTRE

DEVONPORT

A 38

Railway

CATTEDOWN

Railway Station

DARTMOOR

A
 3

86

EGGBUCKLAND
Site

1

Primary Road Secondary Road Tertiary Road

1
1

1
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Surrounding Local 
Centres Distances Vs 
Accessibility

Manadon is a discrete community without an 
identifiable centre. There is a small row of 
shops but there is little focus to the layout or 
access to the neighbourhood.

Surrounding developments have emerged as 
inward focused  and as a result this group of 
neighbourhoods in the Manadon area bear 
no relation to each other and do not provide 
the shared facilities that would be expected 
of an area of equivalent population.

Nearby Local Centres include Honicknowle 
and Crownhill. The Tesco supermarket is a 
significant facility in Honicknowle. Crownhill 
comprises more small scale shops in a high 
street environment. Both are within reach of 
the Manadon community area but identifiable 
pedestrian routes are limited.
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Schools Plan

Nurseries
�.  Foot steps Pre-school
2.  Pixieland Day Nursery
�.  Nutkins Pre-school
4.  Sunbeams Day Nursery
�.  Crownhill Kindergarten
6.  Fortview Day Nursery
�.  Sunshine Day Nursery
8.  Frogmore Nursery
�.  Kings Nursery
�0.  Little Angles Pre-school
  

Infant/ Primary/ Junior Schools
�. Ernesettle Community college (juniors)
2.  Ham Drive Primary  
�.  South Trelawny Primary
4.  Whitleigh Primary School
5.  Woodfield Primary
6.  Chaucer Primary School
�.  Pennycross Primary School
8.  Montpelier Primary School
�.  Hyde park Infants
�0.  Manadon Vale
��.  Widey Court Primary
�2.  Eggbuckland Primary
  
Senior Schools
�.  John Kitto Community College
2.  Devonport Senior for Girls
�.  St. John Hunt Community College
4.  St Boniface College
�. Kings School
6.  Plymouth College Independant School
�.  Plymouth High School for girls
8.  Notra Dame R.C. School (Girls)
�.  Eggbuckland Community College
�0.  Estover Senior School

College and Universities
�.  City College, (Main site Kings Road, 

Devonport)
2.  College of St Mark and St John

Other
�.  Mount Tamar - Special School
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Open Space 
Network

The Manadon playing fields are at the 
heart of a wider network of open and green 
spaces. An arc of green space follows 
St Peters Road and incorporates formal 
playing fields and informal amenity space. 
There is continuity in the tree belts which 
follow the arc along its boundary adding to 
the biodiversity and variety of experience 
throughout the space.

Pedestrian connections to and from 
the spaces vary in legibility, quality and 
convenience. The majority of the western 
boundary of the arc retains an impermeable 
barrier to the road creating a difficult 
relationship to the housing and facilities 
within the heart of Manadon and to the west. 
Links to the east exist but are circuitous and 
in places unsafe and threatening. This limits 
their effectiveness as connections to the 
wider open space framework for the north-of-
A�8 area of development.

The wider framework of spaces includes an 
east-west series of connections. Links north 
south and along these corridors connect 
with the proposed new northern gateway at 
Derriford. Open space corridors extend east 
and west perpendicular to the A�86.

Numerous desire lines are evident between 
the fenced St Peters Road boundary of the 
site and the open space.

Sports pitches 

Private gardens

School grounds

Site Area 

N
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Concept 3

Open space centred to the East of the site

•   Green link within open space

•   Open space detached from development and 
communities west of site

•   No vehicular access from East of site

Concept 2

Open space centres the road, west of site

•   Creates a centre for all surrounding 
developments

•   Open space detached from green link

•   Vehicular Access from both sides of 
development

•   Vehicles do not cross green link

??

??
??

??

Existing Elements

•  Playing fields to the North of the site

•   Site within large open space

•   Development surrounds open space

•   School located to the west of the site

Concept 1

Open space centres site

•   Green link within Open space

•   Open space detached from existing surrounding 
development

•   Vehicular Access from both sides of development

•   Vehicles do not cross green link

Design Concepts; Positioning of central open space
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Pavilion option �
•   Pavilion within sites redline
•   No direct focus on either pitch

Pavilion option 2
•    Pavilion outside red line
•    Focused towards second pitch

Pavilion option �
•    Pavilion within redline
 •    incorporated into development  
      block
 •    Focused towards primary pitch 

A Phased Strategy

Pavilion options

� 2

� 2
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Variety of different housing     

Views to West of the site

Breaks in frontage create an unsecure boundary to the site. Breaks in Frontage do not reflect pedestrian or vehicular access    

Relationship between Site and Surrounding DevelopmentSite Panoramas
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Few buildings directly face open space 

Boundaries around the site

Relationship between Site and Surrounding Development
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Project Summary
The design team have adopted an approach 
which takes account of the criteria for 
establishing a sustainable community 
as described in the Egan Review and 
summarised the by Egan Wheel. These 
principles for a sustainable community 
form the basis of Plymouth City Council’s 
Sustainable Neighbourhood Strategy.

Existing development proposals for the site 
have been reviewed and further analysis 
work has been undertaken, to understand 
more comprehensively the constraints and 
opportunities of the local and wider context 
and to generate new design parameters for 
the masterplan.

Through the analysis carried out, assets, 
problems and opportunities of the site 
were identified. Assets include; the open 
space context, accessibility to surrounding 
communities; informal amenity & recreation 
for surrounding neighbourhoods.

Some of the problems identified include 
a lack of connections to adjacent sites 
and surrounding local communities. The 
difference in patterns and layouts of 
developments surrounding the site have 
created difficult relationships between parts 
of neighbourhoods.  Connections between 
and across open spaces and other routes 
are unsafe and illegible.

Key opportunities for the site include:
•    Blurring the edges between Manadon 

communities;
•    Promoting the site and green areas as a 

community asset;
•    Creating safe and obvious routes to 

adjacent sites and local facilities 
•     Inspiring high quality, sustainable 

architecture and landscape design.

Design objectives for the Masterplan include: 
• Maintaining the green arc;
• Create a new Cricket Pitch;
• Forging better links between 

communities;
• Creating a well connected and attractive 

neighbourhood centre.

The Masterplan secures these objectives by: 
•   Breaking down the physical barriers of 

the site boundary;
•    Creating a positive interface across St 

Peters Road with Chaucer School site;
•    Providing a new cricket pitch where 

routes and views converge;
•    Strengthening the hierarchy of streets 

and open space with specific roles for 
green space, local amenity as well as 
city wide strategic recreation facilities;

•    Ensuring the design of safe open 
spaces.

Blurring the edges between Manadon communities

Promote the site and green areas as a community asset

Create safe and readable routes to school site and local facilities

Inspire high quality, sustainable architecture and landscape
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Unless otherwise stated, the Ordnance Survey 
mapping included within this document is under 
licence from the Ordnance Survey. Persons 
viewing this mapping should contact Ordnance 
Survey copyright for advice where they wish to 
licence Ordnance Survey mapping/map data for 
their own use. 

Unless otherwise stated, copyright for 
photographic and other illustrative material is 
owned by LHC Urban Design.

This document has been produced by the LHC 
Urban Design team.


